We consider a parametric linear optimization problem (called primal) and its corresponding dual problem, where the parameters are the cost vector and the right-hand-side vector, respectively. This paper characterizes those constraints of the primal problem (variables of the dual problem, respectively) which can be eliminated without modifying its feasible set mapping, its optimal set mapping, and its value mapping. SuperÀuity relative to the primal feasible set is nothing else than redundancy in its constraint system, whereas superÀuity relative to the dual optimal set is closely related with another well-known phenomenon of excess of information in linear optimization: strong strangeness. The relationships between all these phenomena are also analyzed.
Introduction
We consider given a linear system in U ? , j ' i@ | % K | c | 5 A j, where A is an arbitrary index set with cardinality 2 mA m 4. We associate with j the parametric linear optimization problem 3AE This work was supported by the DGES of Spain, Grant PB98-0975.
| % K | c | 5 A q irjj its corresponding parametric problems, r ES and ( r ES, and their corresponding mappings: 8 r , 8 W r , \ r , \ W r , r and ( r . We say that the constraint @ r % K r (the variable b r ) is superÀuous relative to one of the mappings associated with ES (( ES, respectively) if its elimination does not modify the corresponding mapping. For the sake of brevity we say that r 5 A is superÀuous in both cases. In particular, r is superÀuous relative to the primal feasible set if 8 r ' 8 (i.e., r is redundant), r is superÀuous relative to the primal value function (PVS) if r ' , and r is superÀuous relative to the primal optimal set (POS) 
So, no constraint in j is superÀuous relative to the dual feasible set.
Appealing to this notation, we say that r is superÀuous relative to the dual optimal
The 
The paper is mainly intended to provide tests for checking each of the eight superÀuity phenomena in parametric linear optimization we have just de¿ned. These geometric characterizations are given in Sections from 3 to 6. From them, we obtain in Section 7 a diagram ( Figure 1 ) showing all the connections between all these phenomena. 3 The next example shows that all these phenomena not only are possible but may occur simultaneously.
It is easy to see that r ' 2 is redundant, POS, PVS and nonessential. In order to show that it is also DOS, DVS and strongly extraneous we shall discuss the position of S relative to the so-called ¿rst moment cone The ¿rst papers dealing with redundancy are due to Boot [4] and Charnes, Cooper and Thompson [5] . Since then many works have been written on this phenomenon (see, e.g., [10] , [3] , [7] , and references therein). The extraneous variables were introduced in [5] and the strongly extraneous variables in [11] (see also [2] , [6] , and references therein). With the only exception of redundancy, ¿xing S we get less restrictive concepts (i.e., excess of information phenomena in nonparametric linear optimization). For instance, Mauri [12] considered extraneous variables in LP whereas Goberna, Jornet and Molina [9] analyzed PVS and POS constraints in LP and LSIP.
Generally speaking, the existence of an excess of information in an optimization problem affects its theoretical properties and the computational ef¿ciency of the numerical methods. Aardal [1] and Zhu and Broughan [13] have identi¿ed optimization problems in which the aggregation or the elimination of superÀuous information provides important bene¿ts. Concerning linear optimization, in LP the unfavorable effects of the excess of information outnumber the favorable ones ( [11] ), whereas the situation is the opposite in LSIP ( [9] ).
Preliminaries
Let us introduce the necessary notation and basic results (whose proofs can be found in [8] ).
Given a set > 9 ' f U ? , we denote by UL?i f, tT@? f, and UL? f the convex 4 cone spanned by f, the linear span of f and the convex hull of f, respectively. From the topological side, U* f denote the closure of f and M_ f its boundary. If f 9 ' > is a convex subset of a linear space, i |h f and n f denote its set of extreme points and its recession cone, respectively. By de¿nition, i |h > ' >.
We associate with j its ¿rst-moment cone, , de¿ned in Example 1.1 and its characteristic cone,
j is consistent if and only if
contains at least a ¿nite inconsistent subsystem) if and only if f ? 5 g.
We associate with r 5 A the characteristic and the ¿rst moment cone of j r , denoted by g r and r , and two intervals, a r and U r , de¿ned as
which can be empty, (open or closed) halÀines or the whole real line U. Obviously, U r 9 ' > whereas a r 9 ' > if and only if @ r 5 r . Moreover, 4@ iK r c t T a r j t T U r n4.
It is easy to see that t T U r ' n4 entails the inconsistency of j and, conversely, if j is strongly inconsistent, then t T U r ' n4. Similarly, t T a r ' n4 entails the inconsistency of j r and, conversely, if j r is strongly inconsistent and @ r 5 r , then t T a r ' n4. 
Proof. We suppose that j is not strongly inconsistent and U r qa r 9 ' >. If k 5 a r and q 5 U r qa r , then k q.
5
Let q 5 U r qa r . Since @ r q 5 gqg r , we can write
with @ K 5 g r and B : f Two cases can arise for B.
Case 2: B . Again from (1) we get
and this entails, since j is not strongly inconsistent, that q K r f, i.e., q K r .
We have shown that q K r for all q 5 U r qa r , so that t T U r K r . Since K r 5 U r we conclude that 4@ U r ' K r . Now assume that j is consistent. An inequality @ % K is consequence of j if and only if @ K 5 U* g (Farkas' Lemma). So, g is closed if and only if every consequence of j is also the consequence of a ¿nite subsystem. In this case j is said to be FarkasMinkowsy (FM). If j is an ordinary system (i.e., mA m 4), then it is FM.
With respect to the dual problem ( ES, we have
(and this is different of 4 if and only if S 5 ).
3 SuperÀuous constraints relative to the primal mappings Proposition 3.1 Given r 5 A , the following statements are equivalent to each other: First we show that (i)/(ii)/(iii) discussing three possible cases.
Case 1: j and j r are consistent.
(i),(iii),(ii) are trivial. In order to prove that (ii),(i) we assume that (i) fails. let % 5 If r is superÀuous relative to the primal mappings and j r is consistent, then, from (iv), @ r 5 U* r . Nevertheless @ r 5 r could fail as the next example shows. 
If b r ' f, we have k q ( r ES. So we assume b r : f. Since @ r K r 5 g, we have K r t T U r ' t T a r Given 0 : f, arbitrarily small, there exists 5 U EA .tr n , # f and B 5 U such that
Combining (3) and (4) we obtain S q n b r EB K r n # ' [
so that
This completes the proof.
In particular, if g r ' g (e.g., if @ r % K r is repeated), then r is DVS. Proof. The direct statement is straightforward consequence of Proposition 4.1.
Now we assume that @ r 5 r and j r is strongly inconsistent. Take an arbitrary k 5 a r .
Then for all B f we have
so that k n B 5 a r . Hence n4 ' t T a r t T U r and Proposition 4.1 applies again.
Proposition 4.2 If r is DVS, then r is redundant.
Proof. Assume that r is nonredundant. Then, according to Proposition 3.1, we have @ r K r * 5 U* g r . We shall prove that q G' t T a r K r . In fact, if q K r , then there exists a nondecreasing sequence of scalars, iq o j oMQ , such that @ r q o 5 g r for all
in contradiction with the assumption. Hence, by (2), ( r E@ r ' q K r ( E@ r , and r cannot be DVS.
The converse statement of Proposition 4.2 is not true, as Example 3.1 shows (recall that @ * 5 ). 
Extraneous variables and nonessential constraints
If r ' f we have ¿nished. So, we assume that r : f. We shall obtain another optimal solution of ( ES which vanishes at r.
First we prove that ( E@ r ' K r . Since ( E@ r K r we shall assume that ( E@ r : K r and we shall get a contradiction. Let > 5 U EA n such that 
Finally we shall prove that # 5 U EA n , de¿ned as
On the other hand,
The proof is complete. 
( ES is unbounded (and so \ W ES ' >) for every S 5 U ? and r turns out to be strongly extraneous.
Now we assume that j is not strongly inconsistent.
Suppose that r is strongly extraneous. By Corollary 5.2, we know that t T a r K r . We shall assume that t T a r ' K r and we shall obtain a contradiction. If t T U r : K r , then a r # U r . Then, by Lemma 2.1, 4@ U r ' K r and so ( E@ r ' K r . Finally, observe that t T a r : K r entails the existence of 0 : f such that @ r K r n 0 5 g r . Since we are assuming that j is consistent, r is strongly redundant.
Consider

Proposition 5.3 If r is extraneous (strongly extraneous) and j is consistent (j is not strongly inconsistent, respectively), then r is DVS.
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